
Short Entry Encyclopedia 
 

A 
The Alliance- [coming soon] 

 

Ancients- The humans of the Old World when technology ruled and magic had not yet returned to Earth. 

The civilization of the Ancients was destroyed during the Hellfires 50,000 years ago, but some rare artifacts and 

constructs remain. The capital city of Gruumsh, the City of the Ancients, was a major human city (called 

Neptune) and Air Force base before the Hellfires. 

 

Ardneh’s Sword- A mythological weapon described as having “power none can resist” and the ability to 

“subordinate all who fall under its sway.” [Waryn, an Eladrin, has told the Hunters that the sword did in fact 

exist. Deemed too powerful for anyone to have, it was broken into pieces which were then given to trusted 

people to hide. None of those hiding pieces of the sword know how many pieces exist or where they are. Waryn 

helped the Hunter church retrieve the pieces of the sword, which turned out to be a key to an ancient Ardneh 

base. Once inside, the Raven Queen was tricked into putting on the last “Ardneh’s Sword” (really a wearable 

coat) that transforms the wearer into a god. With that, the Raven Queen’s powers became limited and she fell 

under the authority of AO, effectively defeating her.] 

 

Avenal- The Elven lands of the vast forest known as Avenal along the northern coast of Africa stretching 

from the Lantean Ocean to the desert lands of Ra (Egypt) and south a thousand miles. While the High Born 

Elves rule there, all subraces of Elves can be found. A council of Sages (Kings) make decisions that affect 

Avenal as a whole, but have near complete sovereignty over their own Sagas (kingdoms). A military force from 

Avenal landed in southwestern Gallia and occupies a city previously destroyed by the Raven Empire. During 

the war it was used as a military command, but after is the diplomatic and trading hub between Europa and 

Avenal. 
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Cornwall- [coming soon] 

The Coviria- [coming soon] 
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E 
Eladrin- A race of immortal and magical beings from the celestial planes that are the forebearers of the 

Elven and Faerie races. Elves look upon them with awe and wonder as Humans look upon the Ancients. 

[Thasus/Waryn was an Eladrin before he was punished by AO and forced to live as a mortal elf for 1,000 

years.] 

 

The (Dark) Emperor- The leader of the Raven Empire. Not much is known about him or where he is 

located, but it is believed he was created by the Raven Queen herself as the first undead of the Empire. [Later 



determined to be a reincarnation of Som the Dead, he was destroyed by the Hunters after the defeat of the 

Raven Queen.] 

 

Europa- The large peninsular continent that is part of the supercontinent known as Pangaea. Known by 

the Ancients as “Europe.” Gallia and Iberia are regions of Europa. As of 1118, Western Europa is ruled by the 

Iberian League of Free States, Northern Europa is ruled by the Zarin Empire, and Southern Europa is a 

collection of independent city-states slowly coming under sway of the Church of Ardneh. 
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G 
Gallia- A region of Europa once called France by the Ancients. It was one of the main fronts of the war 

on the Raven Empire, which had yet to completely conquer it. During the war, Hunter Command was located at 

the Watchtower in the Drakespine mountains that act as the border with Iberia. After the war, the southwest half 

of Gallia is part of the Iberian League of Free States and the northeast half is ruled by the Zarin Empire. 

 

Galloway- [coming soon] 

 

Gorlois- [coming soon] 

 

“The Guild”- [coming soon] 

 

H 
Hatharal- [coming soon] 

 

I 
Iberia- A single nation in the region of Europa once called Spain and Portugal by the Ancients. It was 

the last remaining region of Europa to be untouched by the Raven Empire. To protect themselves, they had 

instituted two controversial laws: they had closed their borders to everyone including refugees and anyone that 

died must be burned within one hour. Violation of these laws required swift death to anyone involved. After the 

war, these laws were lifted. The Hunter church is now headquartered in the Iberian capital, which is also the 

center for the Iberian League of Free States. This is an organization of independent city-states in southwest 

Gallia allied with and protected by the nation of Iberia. 

 

Inquisitor- [coming soon] 
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Keepers- Followers of the Spirit who travel the world seeking knowledge. See ‘The Spirit’ for more. 
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M 
Master of Coin- [coming soon] 

Master of War- [coming soon] 

Midland- [coming soon] 

 

Mul-  90% of offspring from Human/Dwarf pairings are Muls. They are taller than humans, broad like 

dwarves, have copper colored skin, and no hair. Muls are also infertile. During the reign of the Tyrene Empire, 

Muls’ role in society ranged from trusted servants to gladiators to slaves. Since the fall of the Empire and 

without its authority, Muls have gained their freedom. Though illegal and frowned upon in polite society, 

underground death-matches between enslaved Muls have become popular in the larger cities. [Dagger of Echo 

Team was a Mul.] 
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“Random”- Animated skeletons that roamed the lands of the Raven Empire. There are two theories behind 

why the Empire had created them: First, that they were being used to sew random chaos across the lands to 

soften up new areas for invasion. Second, that they were sent to find something and that when they did, the 

skeletons would amass at the location, signaling that they had found it. At the end of the war, it appeared that 

both theories were correct. When Hunters found the location of the true Ardneh’s Sword, it was surrounded by 

hundreds of skeletons. Magical research found that these skeletons had been created with an attraction to 

powerful divine energy in order to find this location. Groups of “Randoms” can still be found roaming Europa. 

It is unknown if they are remnants of the war or are being newly created. 

 

Raven Empire- An Empire created by the Zombies born of the Shadowfell Plague. It comprised much of 

Europa, with its western border in Gallia (France). The Raven Queen was defeated by the Hunter church and 

her Empire quickly crumbled as most of the Zombies immediately fell inanimate. 

 

Raven Queen- A female Power venerated by the Raven Empire and credited with its creation. She was 

not a god, but a free and empowered reaper. She wanted to attain godhood believing it would bring her more 

power, but in the end it cowed and limited her, effectively defeating her. 

 

Revenant- A powerful form of corporeal undead created from the soul of a truly evil person. Som the Dead, 

Emperor of the Raven Empire, was a revenant before being finally destroyed by the Hunter church. 

 

S 



Sovereign- An extraplanar Power of unknown origin and alignment. Though apparently new to Prime 

Material Earth, Sovereign does seem to be gathering followers that form secret societies and cults. Besides 

gaining more followers on PM Earth, what Sovereign intends to do with his growing power and influence 

remains hidden. (See the Sovereign document on the website for more.) 

 

The Spirit- A Power venerated by the Keepers: human sages tasked with gathering and maintaining all 

knowledge. Keepers will often attach themselves with adventuring groups. 

 

T 
Torr’Esani-  A race of Psionic Thri-kreen from the Astral Plane who had come to Prime Material 

Earth to learn about its inhabitants coincidental with the Shadowfell War. They had taken over cities, towns, 

and villages in southeastern Gallia and turned them into hives for their kind. They claimed that when they took 

over, only the “cold ones” (undead) were in charge and that there with very few “warm ones” (humanoids) 

living as inferiors. They also claimed that they had no need for further territorial expansion, but would be 

sending out parties to gather information on the world. Their Queen could psychically communicate with and 

through any of her drones. A small faction of Torr’Esani, calling themselves the An’Esani, broke away from the 

hive and asked the Hunter church for help in destroying their Queen. It turned out that the Queen had come 

under the sway of the Sovereign and had moved her hive to from the Astral Plane to prepare for his coming. 

The Hunters killed the Queen and the An’Esani Queen took over the hive, returning it to the Astral Plane 

immediately. 

 

Tyrene Empire- A human empire spanning Europa that lasted nearly a thousand years before its fall in 

DATE. The most widely used calendar by humans is based on the founding of the Empire. After its fall, the 

Empire had fragmented into much smaller local feudal states comprised of a few villages ruled from a large 

town or city. The largest fragment, comprised of the entire region of Polania, was the original founding region 

of the Zarin Empire, ruled by Lord Unther Tyrenus Zarin. 
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Ulster- [coming soon] 
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Zarin Empire- A human empire founded by Lord Unther Tyrenus Zarin in the region of Polania after the 

fall of the Tyrene Empire. Zarin was a High General in the Tyrene Empire who often spoke out against the 

excesses of the Emperor and his Kings, but was only able to do so because he had the backing of the military. 

When the Empire fell, he gathered his forces to Polania and held it together under his rule. Renaming this 

fragment the Zarin Empire, he claimed to rule in the style of Tyrene’s republican founders and not those who 



created the Empire and let it fall. After helping to defeat the forced of the Raven Queen, the Zarin Empire 

expanded west into most of Northern Europa. While loved by his soldiers and subjects, he is sometimes seen by 

enemies as brutal and cruel, bent on growing his Empire by force to the size of Tyrene. It is said that he is allied 

with a clan of Red Dragons that have been with his family for generations and may even share some blood. His 

most key adviser is a powerful female Red Dragon named Taan’athra, who serves him in human form. Rumors 

persist that they are lovers as well. (His chosen middle name, Tyrenus, means ‘of Tyrene’ and was historically 

only used as a last name by Tyrene’s early republican leaders.) 

 

“Zombie”- With a capital Z, refers to the majority of the intelligent undead of the Raven Empire. Though 

they did physically resemble the standard mindless zombie, they were sentient with individual personalities. 

They were created from those who died of the Shadowfell Plague or those bitten by other Zombies. They had no 

memories of their previous lives, but seemed to rise with knowledge of their purpose and position within the 

Empire. It is believed they shared a subtle subconscious psychic link. 


